The problem of Self tuning contml of a class of linear infinite dimensional systems is considered. A method is pmnted to design a stabilising finite dimen$ional discrete time compensator for a known infinite dimensional system. To reduce the e m r in the parameter estimates due to urnnodeled dynamics. an adaptive low pass filter is proposed to be used prior to the parameter estimator and conditions m presented for stable operation The global stability is also discussed.
Introduction
Many physical systems in practice are governed by partial differential equations and hence infinite dimensional. The main problem in designing physically realizable stabilizing controller is 'spill-over' i.e., the interaction between the residual unmodeled dynamics and the controller giving rise to instability [2] . The main objective of this paper is to analyse this issue in the context of adaptive control and develop a method to d u c e the effect of the spill-over.
For a known plant, ulree constructive schemes have been proposed by researchers [9] , [6] , [7] to design finite dimensional compensator with out spill-over. This paper deals with the adaptive controller of infinite dimensional systems based on the method of Curtain [6] . Essentially 
Discrete time Wte dimensional compensators for infinite
dimensional system AU the methods used for the construction of finite order compensator design for infinite dimensional systems are based on reduced order approximation (ROM) of the plant. These methods suffer from the drawback of spill-over. To circumvent this problem Cuttain has pmposed a method along with some formulas to monitor the closed loop stability during the design process. Since adaptive control is generally implemented in discrete time, we extend Curtain's method to discrete time i.d.8 in this section. (ii) Order of the compensator will be nominal and close to the number of (iii)Closed loop stability can be assessed easily using explicit formulas.
tral Systems'. For the details, the reader is referred to [SI. consider a class of specaal systems described by The compensator (F.M.G) stabilizes the plant for large but finite n. The proof is based on theorem 3.2 and corollary 3.1. and arguments given for continuous time systems in [a] . To check the Fesulting closed loop stability, the formulas given in [6] can be used with obvious modifications to discrete time systems.
By proper choice of p, F . and Go it is possible to design the compensator with desired stability margin. The global stability can be argued if the estimated pammeters converge to the neighboluhood of the actual para mete^. Hence parameter estimulon problem of i.d.8 is examined in the next section.
Parameter Estimation
In this section we analyse the problem of estimation of the coefficients in the p.d.e that govern the process from input -outpt data.
The identification problem can be posed as follows. mer ~E Q subject to (4.1) using gradient algorithms. To compute y ( t i ) it is necessary to use some approximation technique and here we analyse 'Modal approximation' scheme. LettheROMbe   xN =AN(q) xN+BN(q) U ; yN = CN(q) xN; p(0) =PN(q) xdq14. 3) where PN(q)is the projection operator. The approximate identification problem is as follows.
I-r

Given j = { $ t i ) ]
minimize JN(q) = J ( 4: #(,q) yN(r,)) over ~E Q subject to x satisfying (4.3).
Banks [4] has given a convergence theorem for the above approximation scheme for the convergence of qN to q i.e.. as
For the given N, the e m r in the parameter estimates (q-qN) is due to approximation of (C,A.B) by its ROM (CN*AN*BN). Let (AC, M, AB) be the residual subsystem which has been discarded in the estimation proCeSS. Observation 2
In the case of spectral systems, the spectrum of M are located fairly away from imaginary axis with natural frequencies in ascending order. These modes respond only to high Frequency components of the input signal.
Instead of the measured output, if the output from the ROM 6') of the plant had been used for parameter estimation, then the exact values of 'q' could be arrived at. Hence, if we have a low pass filter which has cutoff frequency corresponding to Nth order mode of the system, the error q-qN will be drastically reduced.
However (2) Due to the error in the estimated parameters, there w i l l be an error in the eigenvalues and hence the largest eigen-frequency. An upper bound for the differem between the estimated cutoff fFesuency of the lilter and the exact frequency corresponding to Nth order mode is Obtained.
(3) From the expression for the evolution of the squared norm of the output emr, it is seen that forthe boundedmssof all the signals in the identifier loop, there should be sufficient excitation at the modeled frequency range, low excitation in the e m r range, high otder of approximation and good initial estimates.
Once the parameters are estimated to a sufficient accuracy, then the compensator can be constructed as in section 3. Then it can be shown that *he overall system is stable if parameters converge to sufficiently small neighbourhc& of the exact parameters.
Let the SOlUUon be 2.
We have the following observations. The steps are as follows.
S. Stability
Here we just outline how we go about analysing overall global sta- 
